Board of Directors
- Dr Martin Bröckelmann-Simon
- Mgr Pirmin Spiegel
- Mr Thomas Antkowiak

International Cooperation Division
- Dr Martin Bröckelmann-Simon
  - Africa and Middle East Department
    - Ms Maria Klatte
    - Ms Dorothee Klüppel
    - Mr Peter Meiwald
  - Latin America and the Caribbean Department
    - Ms Betina Beate
    - Dr Markus Büker
    - Dr Dieter Richarz
  - Asia and Oceania Department
    - Ms Elisabeth Bially
    - Dr Ulrich Füßer
  - Quality Assurance International Cooperation
    - Ms Dorothee Mack
    - Mr Michael Hippler

Domestic Activities Division
- Mgr Pirmin Spiegel
  - Communication Department
    - Ms Beate Schnedewind
  - Department for Development Education and Pastoral Work
    - MISEREOR in Bavaria
      - Mr Franz Güde
  - Department for Sponsorships and Supporter Relations
    - Mr Andreas Lehmann
  - Policy and Global Challenges Department (PGZ)
    - Dr Bernd Bomhorst

Internal Services Division
- Mr Thomas Antkowiak
  - Human Resources
    - International Personnel Cooperation
    - Volunteer Service
    - Mr Gottfried Baumann
  - Financial and Accounting Department
    - Mr Gerhard Schubert
  - Organisation and Environmental Management Department
    - Ms Renate Bartholomius
  - Information and Knowledge Management
    - Ms Katja Meyer
  - IT Services
    - Ms Vera Rölle

Learning teams:
- 'people', 'water', 'forests'
- 'food'
- 'human rights'
- 'responsible economy'
- 'urban development'
- 'climate change'
- 'energy'
- 'peace'
- 'digitalisation'
- 'urban development'

= cross-departmental learning teams